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Abstract: Service-oriented systems can be composed by different services from different providers. If one or more constitutes of
services-oriented systems become fault at runtime, service-oriented systems cannot continue to serve their business function effectively.
We propose an effective recovery approach for services based systems. The approach tries to replace each faulty service firstly. If some
faulty services have not the candidate services with similar function, we will construct for each faulty service and tries to replace the
region. Algorithm DRRank is designed to search for a substitution region that have a small number of replaceable services, some faulty
and some healthy. Using our proposed approach, services-oriented systems can be recovered by replacing services in these selected
regions rather than the whole service-oriented systems. As a result, we can reduce the computational complexity and the recovery
overheads. At last, case study is given to show that how our approach works.
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1. Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture(SOA) offers a powerful
approach to build complex distributed systems by
assembling many independently developed Web services
in many applications[1]. As it is now adopted widely,
great progress has been made in the research about
service composition. Presently, service composition has
become an increasingly important way for IT enterprises
to rapidly develop their applications that not only satisfy
customer business requirements but also deliver an
expectable QoS[2,3].

With an increasing number of Web services,
developing various service based systems(for short,
SBSs) is not the only critical step of SOA
implementation. Due to highly dynamic environments
(e.g. in a clouding environment) and fast changing
business requirements, one or more constituents of the
SBS may become fault after a SBS assembled from a
repository of component services has been deployed. In
the event of faulty services, it is not desirable always stop
and recompose the entire SBSs. Moreover, most
enterprises would like to recover their applications with
lower cost and better efficiency, so that their customers

may not undergo as few unexpected business shutdowns
as possible. Hence there arises an urgent need to provide
function consistent SBSs to [4–10].

Up to now, although there existed many valuable
works which focus on maintaining the overall
functionality of SBSs in the presence of runtime
environment changes[6]. Considering the recovery
overheads, some researchers are considered that service
substitution is the promising way[13,17]. However, it
needs a necessary premise as follows: faulty services
should have the candidate substitutions that offer the
similar functionality. Once the premise is not satisfied, it
is an additional problem of recovery of SBSs with lower
overheads.

In order to address the problem, we present a dynamic
recovery approach to handle multiple services failures
and provide function consistent service-oriented systems.
Inspired by our previous work[12], we introduce the
notion of the substitution region to reduce the recovery
overheads. The substitution regions are built for every
faulty service. It includes faulty services and their
neighbors. If two substitution regions overlap, they are
combined into one. Then only the part of a SBS in the
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substitution region is replaced. In this way, the recovery
process only involves a few component services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces our proposed recovery method and gives its
algorithm. Section 3 gives the definition and the
identification algorithm of the dynamic reconfiguration
region. Section 4 gives the case study of our method and
shows that how to get the dynamic reconfiguration region
using the DRRank method. Section 5 surveys the related
works. Section 6 gives the conclusions and future work.

2. Outline of Recovery Method for SBSs

The faulty services occurring in SBSs can trigger a
recovery process. Firstly, we want to find the substitution
services for all faulty services. If some faulty services
have not any substitution, we construct and identify
regions for each of them, and recompose the regions.
Then, any region contains too many services, the whole
service process will be recomposed. Figure 1 gives the
process of our method.

For the clarity of the research, we found the
candidates service with similar function by
substitutability of services which studied in our previous
work[12]. And Region recomposition use our proposed
method reported in [23].

Faulty servcie

Faulty servcie

Find the substitution of each faulty

service and Replace

Still have faulty services

Construct substitution regions

Recompose the regions

Successful

Recovery

Completed

Region is too big

Recompose the

whole SBS

Figure 1 The process of our recovery method

3. Recovery Algorithm

The algorithm RecSBS gives the process of the recovery
for SBSs. The algorithm would be triggered when the
faulty services occurred in the systems. It firstly try to
find the replacement for every faulty service(Step 2). If
the replacement for some faulty services cannot be found,
then we will construct substitution regions for these faulty
services (step 6 to 10). The identification of substitution
region will be discussed in session 3. After that, it will
determine the size of the regions. If the size of the region

is smaller than the threshold
N
α

(n is the number of
components in a SBS, c is an overhead factor), the region
will be recomposed using our previous method[23](step
17), else the whole SBS will be recomposed (step 11 to
15). If some regions still cannot find the compositions, the
algorithm will increase the size of the regions, which
means more nearby services will be added into the region.

Algorithm 1 RecSBS
Input: faulty services S f = {si}
Output: Failure or Success
1: for each si ∈ S f do
2: if Find the replacement for each Si then
3: S f = S f − si;
4: end if
5: end for
6: SET c = 0; // c is the region bound
7: if S f ̸=∅ then
8: c++;
9: f r = RegIden(S f ,c); //Call the Algorithm RegIden in

section 3 to identify the substitution region
10: while f r = {ri} ̸=∅ do

11: if the size of ri >
N
α

then
12: Recompose the whole SBS;
13: if no composition can be found then
14: return Failure;
15: end if
16: else
17: Recompose ri;
18: f r = f r− ri;
19: if composition can be found then
20: S f = S f − s′i; // s′i is the faulty service in ri;
21: end if
22: end if
23: end while
24: if S f ̸=∅ then
25: GOTO 8;
26: else
27: return Success;
28: end if
29: else
30: return Success;
31: end if
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The complexity of the algorithm depends on the while
”loop” and the identification algorithm of the substitution
region (discussed in session 3).

4. Identify Substitution Region

In this section, the region identification algorithm is
presented to identify the part of a SBS that should be
replaced to recover SBS. By identifying a small
substitution region, the number of the replaceable
services will be reduced.

4.1. Definition of Substitution Region

A SBS may contain some different flow structure. The
following four types of flow structures are considered in
our study[12,14]: Sequence structure, Parallel structure,
Selection structure, and Loop structure, as Figure 2. A
substitution region is built for a faulty service and cannot
cross the flow structures. Here, we give the definition of
substitution region.

S1 S2 Sn......(a)

S1

S2

Sn

......
(b)(b)

S1

S2

Sn

......

(c) S

p1

pp2p2

pn

+ S1 S2 ......(d)

k

SequenceSequence

LoopLoop

ParallelParallel

SelectionSelection

+ Sn+1

S Sn+1

Figure 2 Structure Pattern

Definition 1. A substitution region ri of service si is
defined as a six tuples ri = SN,NB,SZ,Max Reg,Fb,Fe,
where:

(1). SN is the faulty service in ri;
(2). NB a set of the services in ri;
(3). SZ represents the size of ri and SZ ≤ Max.
(4). Max Reg represents the max size of the region of

the faulty service.
(5). Fb represents the start node of the flow structure

which involves the faulty service.
(6). Fe represents the end node of the flow structure

which involves the faulty service.
Definition 2. Maximum size Max of a substitution regions
ri of the faulty service si is defined as the furthest distance
between the faulty service si and other service in the flow
structure pi. Namely,

Max Reg = Max(DistanPi(si,s j)),

where, besides si , s j is one of the rest of services in the
flow structure pi.
Definition 3. All substitution regions of the faulty service
si are denoted as SRi = ri, ...,rn.

4.2. Region Identification Algorithm

In this section, we give the identification algorithm of
substitution region. The algorithm has two key processes
as follows:
-Constructing all substitution region of a faulty service
with the given bound;
-Identifying the closest region using the method in
Section 3.3.

Algorithm SReg Ident shows that how to construct and
identify the substitution region for one service. The input
for the algorithm includes the needed size of region d and
the set S f of all faulty services. For a faulty service si, its
all regions can be found by Step 1 to 5. A region r j can be
built from the faulty service si to some other services that
are connected to si with the size c of regions. In the region
r j, all services are not an end node of a flow structure.
While such a region do not found, all services in the flow
structure with the faulty services si should be added to the
region r j(Step 3 to 5). Next, the substitution factor of all
regions of si will be computed by Formula (2), and then,
a sort set of all regions of si is built by sorting the regions
in descending order of substitution factor. Finally, if there
are the same services in two regions, the algorithm merges
the two into one (Step 13 to 17).

Algorithm 2 SReg Ident
Input: faulty services S f = si, the region size c.
Output: New Regions R for faulty services with bound c.
1: for each si ∈ S f do
2: FIND r j =s j|∀s j ∈ r j, s j is not a end node of a flow

structure and the size of r j = c;
3: if such r j is not found then
4: ADD all nodes in the flow structure with faulty service

si TO r j;
5: end if
6: ADD r j TO R j
7: end for
8: for each r j ∈ R j do
9: Calculate the substitution value of r j using Formula (2);

10: end for
11: R j

′ =Sort all region r j ∈ R j in descending order of
substitution value;

12: ADD R j TO R
13: for ∀r j ∈ R j do
14: if r j

∩
rk ̸=∅ then

15: r j = r j
∩

rk
16: end if
17: end for
18: return R;
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4.3. Substitution Factor

Due to no replacement for some faulty services, we need
to construct substitution regions for each of them. For a
faulty service, its regions may not only one. For example,
In Figure 5, S4 is a faulty service, and the size of the
region is 3. As Definition 1, it can get three regions. As a
result, we would like to search for the closest region. In
the region, the invocations between all services occur
more frequently.

In this paper, we propose the notion of substitution
factor to identify the closest region. In order to address
the problem, we propose the method DRRank which is
based on PageRank method[16] to compute substitution
factor.

PageRank computes the ranking of searchable pages
based on a graph of the Web and it is an important
method of the Google search. Google uses it to reflect the
relevance and importance of the web pages. PageRank is
defined as follows: PageRank assumes that a Web user
will eventually stop clicking any link. The probability[15]
is known as a damping factor q ∈ [0,1], which is set to
about 0.85. Suppose a webpage u is pointed by a set of
pages M(u), and u points to a set of pages L(u). The page
rank PR(u) of the page u is given by the following
formula:

PR(u) =
1−q

N
+q× ∑

v∈M(u)

PR(v)
L(v)

(1)

Figure 3 shows a graph of three webpages A, B, and C
which link each other. Based on the Formula (1), we can
get the PageRank result of the three pages PR(A) ≈ 1.27,
PR(B)≈ 1.67, R(C)≈ 1.5.

PR(A) =
1−0.85

3
+0.85× (

PR(C)

1
)

PR(B) =
1−0.85

3
+0.85× (

PR(A)
1

+
PR(C)

2
)

PR(C) =
1−0.85

3
+0.85× (

PR(B)
1

)

Figure 3 Link Analysis

The connections between the component services in a
SBS can be viewed as the links between the web pages.

Because of the similar features between the web services
and the web pages, PageRank has been used in web
services search field[16]. The substitution regions are
composed by some interdependent services. As a result,
we can use the idea of the PageRank to evaluate the close
level between the services in the same region.

The Formula of our proposed method DRRank is as
follows:

DR(WS) =
1−q

N
+q× ∑

v∈M(ws)

DR(v)
L(v)

+
Pout

Pall
(2)

We use ws to represent the region. In Formula (2),
M(ws) means a set of pages point to ws, and ws point to a
set of pages L(ws). Because of many series in a SBS, the
importance of the component services also relates to the
size of the input and output parameters. Pout denotes the
size of the external links of ws. Pall denotes all the links
of ws, including the internal links between the component
services in ws and the external links with other services.
The proportion of the Pout and Pall expresses the
complexity of ws. The bigger the values is, the more
complexity the ws is. The value of substitution factor
means the recovery complexity of the regions. The bigger
the DR value is, the higher the recovery costs are.
Therefore, we should choose the region with the lower
DR value to be recomposed.

From Formula (2), we can see that the equation of
DR(ws) is similar to the PageRank method. Thus, They
have similar convergence and complexity. And the
proportion of the Pout and Pall can be given.

5. Case Study

In this section, an example is given to explain how the
region identification algorithm works.

In the region identification process, the component
services in the same flow structure will be combined
firstly to be a region. As Figure 4, S2 is a faulty service.
When c is set to 2, it can find two regions S2,S3 and
S1,S2. Because S1 and S2 are not in the same flow
structure, the algorithm Reg Iden can only identify the
region S2,S3.

In Figure 5, S4 is a faulty service. When c is set to 3,
we can find three regions S2,S3,S4,S3,S4,S5 and S4,S5,S6.
And we should use the DRRank method to evaluate their
substitution factor.

Value of the revlant parameters of the component
services in Figure 4 are as Table 1. In the table, DR means
the initial DR value of every component services. I means
the size of the input parameters of every component
services. O means the size of the output parameters.

According to Formula (2), we can get the equation of
substitution factor of the three regions as follows:

DR(1) =
1−q

N
+q× (

DR(S1)
2

)+
IS2

+OS4
IOS2

+ IOS3
+ IOS4

=
1−0.85

7
+0.85× (

0.83
2

)+
6

20

DR(2) =
1−q

N
+q× (

DR(S2)
1

)+
IS3

+OS5
IOS3

+ IOS4
+ IOS5

=
1−0.85

7
+0.85× (

0.15
1

)+
6

16
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Figure 4 Combination Priority
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Figure 5 Identification of the region with c = 3

Table 1 The Parameters of The Component Services

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
DR 0.83 0.15 0.47 0.62 0.38 0.67 0.27 0.55 0.72
I 2 4 4 3 2 2 4 4 5
O 2 4 3 2 2 5 4 5 3

DR(3) =
1−q

N
+q× (

DR(S3)
1

)+
IS4

+OS6
IOS4

+ IOS5
+ IOS6

=
1−0.85

7
+0.85× (

0.47
1

)+
8
19

The DR values of the three regions are as Table 2.
Reg.a represents the region S2,S3,S4. Reg.b represents the
region S3,S4,S5. Reg.c represents the region S4,S5,S6.
The region with the lowest DR value is S2,S3,S4.

Table 2 The DR Value of The Region

region Reg.a Reg.b Reg.c
value 0.318 0.383 0.441

6. Related Work

Service-oriented systems are often executed in dynamic
environments. In the environment, many factors can
interrupt the execution of the applications, such as
unavailability or malfunctioning of services. Therefore,
the recovery of the service-oriented systems is very
important.

For the faulty services in SBSs, many papers have
proposed service substitutability and adaptation strategy.
T. Yu[17] proposes two service substitutability
algorithms. The first one uses an existing backup path.
Once the service is failed, the system can turn to the
backup path quickly. The second one is to recompose a
new path and replace the old one. Khaled Mahbub[18]
analysis the different situation about the failure of the
service-oriented systems, and proposes a service
substitutability strategy to support the dynamic changes
of the systems. The strategy can determine the timing of
the executing, which can be before or after the execution.
Wei Ren[19] proposes adaptive strategy to support the
dynamic service substitutability which is using business
rules. It uses local and global business rules to choose the
candidate services to replace ones. The most of the work
just consider one-to-one substitutability. With the
development of the coarse-grained services, the service
substitutability can be one-to-one, one-to-many and
many-to-one.

Hadi Saboohi etc.[20] propose a failure recovery
method using subgraph replacement of web services
containing a failed web service. They first calculate the
subgraph of the composition service, and then rank the
subgraphy. The best ranked alternative subgraph would be
the replacement selection if the web service of that group
fails. The subgraph calculation considers all combination
patterns of all the component services in the composition
service, so it is time-consuming. Yanlong Zhai etc.[11]
present an approach for repairing failed services and still
meets the user’s specified end-to-end QoS constraints.
The approach is designed to produce reconfiguration
regions that include one or more failed services. Then the
approach uses integer programming to recompose each
region until the reconfiguration is success. Kwei-Jay
Lin[21,22] recompose sub-process by considering more
function replacement models. Services in reconfiguration
regions may be replaced using one-to-one, one-to-many,
or many-to-one service mappings. The paper proposes the
algorithm to recompose sub-process with many-to-one
mappings. In our paper, we consider dynamic
reconfiguration regions. Based on the regions, the
dynamic reconfiguration method uses service
substitutability strategy or recomposition strategy to
reconfigure the system according to the size of the region.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Since service-oriented systems are executing in highly
dynamic environments, they need to recover from service
faults as soon and efficiently as possible. As a result,
maintaining the high availability of service-oriented
system is listed as the obstacle for the next development
phase of SOA and cloud computing and it has become the
first challenge in the tow areas.

When the faulty services appear in the system, it is
undesirable to recompose the whole system if there are
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only a few faulty services. We propose an effective
recovery approach for services based systems. The
approach tries to replace each faulty service firstly. If
some faulty services have not the candidate services with
similar function, we will construct for each faulty service
and tries to replace the region. Algorithm DRRank is
designed to search for a substitution region that have a
small number of replaceable services, some faulty and
some healthy. Using our proposed approach,
services-oriented systems can be recovered by replacing
services in these selected regions rather than the whole
service-oriented systems. As a result, we can reduce the
computational complexity and the recovery overheads.

In the future, our work could also be extended in the
way: the identification process of the substitution region
should be improved. In addition, our approach should be
applied to more real applications.
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